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GoSam and MG5_aMC@NLO

Interface and Validation
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GoSam

 Code for the automatic computation of 1-loop amplitudes

 Philosophy and main characteristics:
 Compute amplitudes from algebraic generation of D-dimensional integrands

via Feynman diagrams

 Reduction at the integrand level via D-dimensional OPP method (Samurai), 
via Laurent expansion (Ninja) or tensor integral calculation (Golem)
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[Binoth, Cullen, Guillet, Heinrich, Kleinschmidt, 
Pilon, Reiter, Rogers]

[Mastrolia, Ossola, Reiter, Tramontano]

[Mastrolia, Mirabella, Peraro] [Peraro]
[Van Deurzen, Luisoni, Mastrolia, Mirabella, Ossola, Peraro]

[The GoSam collaboration: 
Nicolas Greiner, Gudrun Heinrich, Stephan Jahn, Stephen Jones, Gionata Luisoni, Pierpaolo Mastrolia, 
Giovanni Ossola, Tiziano Peraro, Johannes Schlenk, Francesco Tramontano and also
Gavin Cullen, Hans van Deurzen, Edoardo Mirabella, Joscha Reichel, Thomas Reiter, Johann Felix von Soden-Fraunhofen]

Web: https://gosam.hepforge.org/
References: arXiv:1111.2034, arXiv:1404.7096

https://gosam.hepforge.org/


NLO calculations

 For a full NLO calculation other ingredients are needed:

• Virtual corrections

• Tree amplitude

• Subtraction scheme

• Phase space integral

GoSam
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MG5_aMC@NLOHERWIG
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Plätzer, Rauch, Reuschle, 
Richardson, Schichtel, Seymour, 
Siódmok, Wilcock]

[Höche, Krauss, Kuttimalai, 
Schönherr, Schumann, Siegert, 

Thompson, Winter, Zapp]

[Alwall, Artoisenet, Degrande, 
Frederix, Frixione, Fuks, 

Hirschi, Maltoni, Mattelaer, 
Shao, Stelzer, Torrielli, Zaro]



GoSam + MadGraph5_aMC@NLO

 Interface GoSam to MadGraph5_aMC@NLO:

 Possibility to switch between build-in loop 
generator Madloop to GoSam

 Flexibility is good for benchmarking, stability, backup

 GoSam: algebraic expressions for integrands

 Madloop: purely numerical integrands

 Two codes communicate via Binoth Les Houches
Accord (BLHA): [arXiv 1203.6803, arXiv 1308.3462]



Validation of interface

 Several processes computed and checked at various levels:
 Single phase space point

 Inclusive cross sections

 Differential distributions

 Example: NLO calculation of            with two MCs and two OLPs: 
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Phenomenological application to spin 
polarization effects in           production

Similar analysis carried out before at LO in arXiv:1403.1790
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[Biswas, Frederix, Gabrielli, Mele]



Physical setup

 Study top-pair production in association with di-photon pair

 Can originate from:

 Include top-decay and leptonic W-decay with MadSpin (keeps spin correlation)

 Shower events with Pythia 8

 Scale and PDFs: ,     CTEQ6L1 @ LO   and   CT10 @ NLO

 Selection cuts:

 2 isolated photons:

 Furthermore Fixione isolation:                     and distance between photons

 2 charged leptons:

 2 bottom-jets (assume 100% tagging efficiency):

 We used MC truth to reconstruct top-quarks with “right” leptons/b-jets

or

continuum background Higgs signal

[Artoisenet, Frederix, Mattelaer, Rietkerk]

[Sjöstrand, Christiansen, Desai, Ilten, Mrenna, Prestel, Skands]



Results: fiducial cross sections

 Total fiducial cross sections:

 Very tiny cross sections – very challenging for LHC

 Simple selection cuts allow to enhance signal over background

 NB: neglected effect of photon bremsstrahlung from charged top decay products 
(can be partially reduced by proper kinematical cuts – contribution can however 
be sizable)
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Results: transverse momentum spectra

 PT distributions for top and anti-top:

 Signal has larger PDF uncertainties due to dominant gluon-channel production
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Results:     - charge asymmetry

 Rapidity distributions of top and anti-top:

Visible difference between signal and background



Results:     - charge asymmetry

 Rapidity distributions of top and anti-top:

 Difference quantified by charge-asymmetry:                                                       ,

 For      or           production:                  (top at larger rapidities compared to anti-top)

 Radiation of photon(s) reverses sign of 



Results:     - charge asymmetry

 Rapidity distributions of top and anti-top:

 In          tops produced at 
larger rapidities than 
anti-tops

 In            tops produced 
more central than anti-
tops



Results:     - charge asymmetry

 Rapidity distributions of top and anti-top:

 To appreciate shape 
differences between signal 
and background, normalize
distributions to total          
cross section   

 Top very similar
 despite tops being produced 

at higher rapidities than 
anti-tops in          overall they 
are still slightly more central 
than in

 Anti-top larger differences



Results: spin polarization

 Make spin analysis based on leptons: define 3 different frames
 Angle between leptonic decay of top (l+) and antitop (l-)
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Angle between l+ in the top 
rest frame and l- in anti-top 
rest frame



Results: spin polarization

 Make spin analysis based on leptons: define 3 different frames
 Angle between leptonic decay of top (l+) and antitop (l-)
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Conclusions

 Presented new interface between GoSam and MG5_aMC@NLO

 Possibility to change loop provider for more flexibility in

availability    - speed    - stability     - form of amplitudes

 Application to simple signal vs. background study for           vs.

 Tiny cross sections

 Interesting rapidity differences for top and especially anti-top between signal 
and background

 Spin correlation observables: 
 impact of NLO limited to K-factor

 Signal vs. background largely independent from the frame
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